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An Editorial

Seventh Generation
Brothers Buy Farm
In Cobb Community
The farm of the late Mrs.
F. E. Mertin, on the CobbWallonia road, was sold last
Friday but still remains in
the family for the seventh
consecutive generation. T w o
grandsons, C. M. Rasco, Cerulean, and A. J. fiasco, Owensboro, were the purchasers
of the tract of approximately
180 acres. The home site
purchased by the Rasco
brothers is a portion of the
original tract on which their
forefathers settled in the early history of the county and
has remained in possession of
the family
continuously..
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Hollowell Heads
Group To Operate Our Outstanding Asset
County's Hospital _
Saul Pogrotsky Named
Vice-President With
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor
As Secretary-Treasurer

listing All Cars
In County Is Goal

Ad",

e moisey.
Marked
itemised
U Jusow

There will be found in this issue of The Leader the first of a
series of large advertisements to be printed, one each week, stressing the importance of the church in the community'life.
These advertisements are intended to serve as a constant reMinder to citizens of something they know but sometimes are neglectful of, the church—their church—the influence it has for the
community good and personal happiness.
Local business firms are sponsoring the series as an important
community service, to which the newspaper subscribes its own space
regularly throughout the year to events which are centered in the
church and religious life of the majority of citizens.
Art work is designed especially for the series in an attractive
presentation and is accompanied by an inspiring message to the
Public. The messages support the general theme of the church, or
churches, in the building of character and good citizenship. On that
basis alone support of the churches shows wisdom on the part of the
public.
Reason more then emotion is the strongest appeal to the church,
to its member, to the satisfaction of the member in his affiliation and
his attitude of good win and fellowship blending into helpful and
wholesome activities.
Towns without strong churches are unfortunate. The effectiveness of churches on the morals and the character of the population is demonstrated everywhere. Where churches are sound and
aggressive and properly supported, the law and its servants have a
takes no churchman, no deficon or
powerful agency of help.
elder or clergyman, to appreciate keenly the important part that
the church plays in the good citizenship of the community. All
thoughtful persons will concede the value of the church as an institution for maintaining moral stability. Many, however, give little
thought to this subject. To them the series of advertisements should
be especially helpful and thought-provoking.

Montgomery Bridge
Scheduled To Be
Built During 1951
Five Highway Projects
For Construction From
Two-Cent Gas Tax Are
Approved For The Year

k
It Must Be Cold When
Fire Siren "Freezes"
If the, weather this week
has caused you grief and unhappiness, consider the city
officials and fire department
who find- that the cold weather, combined with the sleet
Sunday, put the fire siren out
of operation. That is the reason the familiar whistle has
not been heard at noon and
when fire alarms are turned
in. Meanwhile repairs ':are
being rushed on the siren and
a member ot the fire department will remain on duty at
all hours during the emergency. Officers at Fort Campbell have agreed- to send a
siren to be used until the one
here is repaired.

Schools, County
Lose Revenue On
Non-Assessed Cars
Report Shows 3,218
Vehicles Registered
With 1,834 Listed For
Taxation In Caldwell
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Tigers Lose Two
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Charlie Brown, 56
Fatally Injured
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and girls
Featured in The Lender today are a number of boys
row, left
inceton and Caldwell county Shown above, top
W.
M: Willard, two-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
inson, 320 Cadiz street; Phillip Wayne, 10-months, son of
nd Mrs. Frank Wok, Dawson road; Joyce Maria, two, daughf Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Storm, Route 2. Bottom row, Thomas
II mihrths, sem at Mr. and Mrs. Glenn strong, STA Dawson
109 West
TorrnnY. 7-morfths, aon of Mr. and Airs. J. t. Neel,
and Melissa, 7-months, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. I... Hole.
Dawson Springs Route 3.

This group in the top row, left to right: Bonita, 5-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore, 711 East Market; "Chip",
two-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. John S. Hutcheson, Jr., Highland avenue; Nancy Carol, two-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayban Rogers, Cobb Route I. Bottom sow, left to right: Garnet
Ray, 6-months, sort of Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Scott, 308 Dawson road;
Yvonne, three, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James C. Dodge, 304 Stone
street, and Marion Wayne, 10-months, son of Mr. and Mrs. M. J.
Tosh, 410 Franklin street.

a 1

Shown in the top row, left to right: Karla, 9-months, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilman Hayee Allen, city;'Rodney, four-year old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Garland Rogers, 504 East Sheparchron; Mike
BotSeVeR.tOr of tAlt. and Mrs. Everett Cherry, 403 East Market.
tom row, loft to right: Janet, three, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown, 409 East Market; Gary Radford, three, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Goodshir, 7111 East Market, and Patricia, five, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. SWINK" Ledford, 010 East Market.

AO*

Pictured here, left to right: Susan Gall, 13 months, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Chambliss, Route 1; Robert Lance, six.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Storm, Route 2; Joe, four, son of Mt
and Mrs. J. E. Neel, 109 West Main. Bottom row, /eft to right:
Ronnie Michael, three, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Davenport,
$24 South Seminary; Nancy Ann, 38 months, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H. L. Holeman, Dawson Springs Route 3, and Teresa Irene.
Six, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. Quinn, 705 Washington.
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Jest Among Os

(By Jack Wild)
If suddenly you, begin having
twice as much 'company as you
used to havq, and- if you begin
t3.
y J S. H.
going to only a third as many
Russia missed Its chance this movies as you used to attend, and
"The'Government never really
or
goes into business, for it never past weekend to stop the press of if you. begin staying up later at
Makes ends meet, and that Is the Kentucky. One well placed bomb night, and if perchance you befirst requisite of good business. It over the Brown Hotel at Louis- gin eating supper in the parlor
just mixes a little business and ville during the Kentucky Press instead of in the kitchen, then
a lot of politics, and no one ever Association meeting would have you've got teevee and teeveels got
gets a chance to find out what is done the job.
you.
University actually' going on." —Thomas A.
• • •
This thing teevee—television,
Remarking on the recognition of Coach Bryant, of
Robert L. Ruark writing in The video, TV—is doing all manner of
1950, the Courier- Edison
Kentucky, as "Man of the Year" in the State in
• • •
Courier-Journal s a)' s Truman strange things to the American
make a fine
Journal says, "Fine football teams do not, of course,
The story in The Louisville should have to feel some of this home, according to a survey that
their State
in
Kentuckians
of
interest
increased
esiversitY. But the
classroorn as Times which stated that the Ohio tax pain he wants everyone else has been made in Lexington. InUniversity will inevitably make its effect felt in the
,
River is a big highball due to the to suffer. "All men are created terviews were conducted with 102
room."
well as the locker
free and equal" applies just as housewives in homes having teleNews points
The inference from the latter, The Elizabeth' Town
run-off of some Louisville indusmuch to the president as to anya unihere are some of
aut, is that a winning football team creates more interest M
bring some new rest- One else. For Harry S. Truman is vision sets, and
might
tries
footthe conclusions reached:
versity, and that makes it a better school. If emphasis on
improve, dents to the city, according to an individual just as every citiPopular music is popular with
ball has any effect on schools it is to impair, rather than
zen of the United States is an inin The Kentucky Standard.
TV fans. Classical and hillbilly
them. the News states. Does anybody think, for example, that
tax
dividual.
Ruark
says
"if
they
two
weeks
the frenzied and feverish excitement in Lexington in the
Along with all the talk about me till it hurts, I want the hurt music are not. There are few difpreceding the Sugar Bowl game that students at State University inflation there is now a new Truferences in TV programs—like
spread o u t to everybody . . .
acquired as much knowledge as they would if no Sugar Bowl game man nickel in circulation. It's a
between "white collar" and othWe're
all
in
the
same
business,
had been played: And knowledge, not enthusiasm or good times, dollar bill.
er homes. Variety and comedy
American citizenship."
is, after all, what schools and colleges and universities, are supposed
shows are the most popular proto diffuse.
grams, sports next, public service
a
dominant
Harvard
was
Forty
years
ago
example:
Another
programs least popular. Televigame
football.
The
Havard-Yale
university
factor in college and
sion programs have almost comor
fourth
Harvard
has
a
third
rate,
Today,
was the game of the year.
pletely replaced audio radio lisfootball team insofar as the big eleven go. Does anyone believe for
tening (of 90 homes owning TV
education
a minute that a student at Harvard acquires any less
sets less than a year, only three
(By Jane Eads)
thereby? Of course not.
families prefer audio to video).
Washington — With the num"The News is just a speck on the horizon in this country, but
Homes that used to average
ber of men wounded in Korea inlike all other businesses or professional persens it has had some
creasing by the thousands, the four visitors a week average sevexperience in employing persons, especially young men. This newsweek since TV. Families that
Army Nurse Corps announces it en a
paper never asked a single youth applying for a position if he
must assign 3,000 additional nur- used to go to movies nearly three
played on a football team, or a single girl if she was a cheer leader
times a week go only once a week
for a basketball team or football team. What an employer requires,
In the next few weeks both Re- Ses to active duty at once.
since
TV. Teevee families are
education,
young
man
brains
and
character,
is
and
a
to
In addition
Spear-heading a campaign to
publicans and Democrats are gospending less time reading newswithout it is hopelessly disadvantaged, and can rarely succeed with- ing to get together for their big secure immediately the American
papers, books, and magazines
out it, no matter how proficient he may have been as a ball carrier annual affairs, the Lincoln and Nurses Association is utilizing its
than in pre-TV days. If they had
on the gridiron.
Jackson Day dinners.
State Nursing Resources Commitit to do over, 90 per cent of them
"The News is not opposed to football per se. It is a pleasant,
These, traditionally, are the tee to aid the Corps' procurement
and often a thrilling sport, that is enjoyed by millions of Americans, gatherings where the yeast gets officers in the field. This was an- would buy TV sets again.
And what happens to the old
but it does not see why it should be linked with education any more put in the dough of state politics nounced by Col. Mary G. Phillips,
thee baseball or golf are connected with it.
for the coming year. Perhaps, chief, Army Nurse Corps, after a radio when the new television set
"The world's series is a great sport event, but it doesn't inter- things being what they are, that recent meeting here of represen- takes over that corner in the livfere with the players acquiring an education, and moreover the tax- was the wrong phrase--at least so tatives of the civilian nursing
ing room? Well, the 102 TV ownpayers are not called upon to pay for it.
far as my Democratic friends are profession with the chiefs of the
ers in this survey own a total of
"One of the expreasions in football is "out of bounds," and the concerned.
military and other federal nurs238 radio receivers. Of these, 83
game itself has gotten out of bounds in this country. Too much
This year it is quite interesting ing services.
emphasis is being placed on it, especially in big universities.
that the big ranes are pretty well
"Medical care for men wound- now are in the kitchen, 107 are in
"There is an old Chinese proverb which says, "If two men ride shaken down before those shined in battle is a topic of immedi- bedrooms, 40 are in living rooms,
• horse, one must ride behind." Our colleges and universities should digs are held. The
day this was ate and intimate concern to every seven are in basements, and one
reflect what they are maintained for."
written, Ben Kilgore assured me American family today," Col. is in a den.
that there would be some startl- Phillips says. "Recent official
The Lexington survey was coning developments w hich might casualty reports show more than
ducted by the Radio Arts Departhave the Democratic picture real- 28,000 men wounded in Korea.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics is overhauling its cost of living ly settled. Perhaps those events They must be cared for in mili- ment of the University of Kenindex. It seems the average American family has outstripped the will transpire before this actually tary hospitals. Casualty lists are tucky, as a project of the Kentucky Research Foundation.
bureau in the things that have become necessities. So a revised is published.
mounting. Thousands have alindex will be out next month in which the cost of such things as
There have been a lot of infor- ready been evacuated to the
television sets, frozen foods, baby foods, home permanent wave loThe Korean War crisis brought
mal surveys already made, by United States; more will be rethrew and electric toasters will be reflected.
groups, individuals and news- turning in the immediate weeks n e w attention to guayule, t h e
That's one item of news. Another is the discovery by the
American desert plant that propapers, and they show that John ahead."
Federal Reserve Board that four in ten American families have a
Sherman Cooper doesn't have any
Brig. Gen. Paul I. Robinson, duces natural rubber.
net worth of $5,000 or more, and nearly one in ten is worth $25,000
Guayule, the American desert
real opposition at all for the Re- chief of personnel, Army Medior snore.
publican nomination.
cal Service, told the nursing plant which produces rubber,
Still a third item is a report by the National Bureau of Ecowas first harvested under a govThat is, however, the only thing leaders the added 3,000 women
ooralc Research that the 1 per cent of the population with the highernment growing program in 1944.
must
be
obtained
at
once
on
which
it
the
the
polls
are
united.
It
est income received 13 per cent of the total income before taxes in
1939, and only 9.5 per cent in 1945. Moreover the 4 per cent of the demonstrates t h e remarkable Army Nurse Corps Is "to prosiide
poptuation with top incomes fell from 28 to 19.5 per cent of the total strength of the gentleman from adequate nursing care for the
Somerset. It shows what a hard returned military casualties."
aational income.
He said that while Army Nurse
So here we have a picture of America where electric toasters Than he'd be to defeat in the genand television sets are necessities, where families with a $5,000 eral election. And gives point to Corps procurement has averaged
backlog are numerous, and where the rich are getting poorer and the very real worry of the Demo- 175 nurses per month—"an unusually high procurement"—it is
crats.
the poor getting richer.
So far, half a dozen contenders not enough.
It is a picture that the Voice of America could profitably beam
Col. Phillips agrees the needed
to the Russian people. Karl Marx you will recall, said that under still are in the Democratic pricapitalism the capitalists would get richer and richer and the wage mary—and efforts are being made 3,000 is a large number of qualiearners poorer and poorer, until the lot of the latter became so in- to keep bef ore the public the fied women to be drawn out of
names of a number of Ahers who civilian practice. But she says,
tolerable they would revolt.
"You have nothing to lose but'your chains," the chains being actually are not contenders. Mr. with the help of the American
television sets and toasters, $5,000 assets and an increasing share in A. B. Chandler, the baseball Nurses Association and with the
understanding of every American,
"the total income.
—(The Boston Herald) commissioner, is one of these.
One of "Happy's" best and she believes the job can be done
staunchest friends—a man with "without depleting any one comconsiderable knowledge of poli- munity of its limited nursing reIt will be recalled that what is now being called the great de- tics who works in an entirely dif- sources."
"While urging those nurses
bate on foreign policy opened with the State of the Union message of ferent field—told me just the
President Harry S. Truman. The day after it was delivered, Sena- other day that any calf's eyes who can volunteer for military
tor Robert A. Taft appeared at the Press Club and gave his views "Happy" throws toward the nom- service to do s o immediately,"
ination are just wasted motion— she says, "we, in turn, have
In aa informal luricheon-cluib type of talk.
The day before President Truman's speech, an address was de- that he doesn't have a chance. agreed not to accept nurses who
livered at the National Cathedral by Dr. 0. Frederick Nolde, direc- This opinion carried considerable are essential to the community
tor of the Commission of the Churches on International Affairs. weight with me, because it did health program. We need bedside
This organization is a joint agency of the World Council of Churches come from one of "Happy's" nurses, surgical nurses, and anesthetists. primarily.
great friends.
and the International Missionary Council.
Here are the persons eligible
Those seriously in the race are,
However, we believe that inasmuch as such stress is being
placed on the spiritual side of the present world controversy, it is of course, Gov. Wetherby, Ben Kil- for extended active duty with the
very well to examine the opinion of the spokesman for the World gore and Congressman Joe Bates. Army Nurse Corps: (1) RegisterRural highway commissioner Doc ed professional nurses. (2) U. S.
Council of Churches. Dr. Nolde proposes in the first place:
"The people of the United States and their representatives in Beauchafp has written himself out. citizens between ages 21 and 45,
government are called upon to manifest a dignified humility, born The fact that he has run well up physically a n d professionally
of purposeful strength and not of weakness, dedicated to the service in most of the polls is interesting, qualified, who are graduates of
of all men in building economically healthy and morally free socie- in view of the fact that Doc says schools of nursing approved by
the Surgeon General of the Army.
ties, and committed to the peaceful solution of world problems he isn't in the running.
This leaves Wetherby, Kilgore Married nurses are acceptable for
through international co-operation under the United Nations."
Commenting upon this he says "it is regrettable that we must and Bates—and the only guess I extended active duty. Applicants
could make about the startling with dependent children under 18
fight the battle for peace in the context of an impereect world."
However, that is the situation. In that spirit he urges that the development that Kilgore hinted are not.
stronger the nation grows from a military standpoint, the more at is that it would be Bates' withdrawal as a candidate.
readily it should be willing to negotiate.
You remember when he anHe offers this prayer for peace which the World Coancil of
Churches has enjoined upon churches and Christians throughout the nounced, the likeable Congressman left the door open to drop
Moue 2,800 languages a r e
world:
"Almighty God, our heavenly Father, guide, we beseech Thee, out if world conditions remained spoken in the world today acthe nations of the world into the way of justice and truth and es- such th at he couldn't honestly cording to estimates by the Natablish among them that peace which is the fruit of righteousness. make a campaign. If world de- tional Geographic Society.
velopments were such that a ConEvidence from S wiss lake
Amen."
—(The Lexington Herald)
gressman would be shirking his dwelling units indicate that men
duty if he left Washington to were herding sheep in 8,250 B.C.
seek any other office.
and that the occupation was anWhich would, at least now, cient even then.
In the current debate over the proposed drafting of 18-yearScholars say that introduction
olds, this country might take some guidance from what Britain has leave Wetheeby and Kilgore.
Between these two—ii the field of the iron are into Scandinavia
done. Britain, like the United States, has been by geography and
can be left clear to these two-- made it possible for the people
tendition primarily a naval power. Like the United States, Britain
there might be a vigorous and to build ships with which they
ilways has kept her peacetime armies to a
minimtnn-4ornetimes a highly interesting race. Ben is raided the coasts of
Europe.
dangerous minimum.
quite popular with the rural peoThe groundhog is a species of
But Britain has learned, as the United States is
learning, that ple. And "Chink" Wetherby is marmot.
the,waters no longer are impassable barriers
against determined and equally popular with
large segThere is no internal mail syswell equipped enemies. Thus Britain now has a
universal military
ments of various elements of the tem among the 5,000 people on
training program whereby every young man in
the country is called entire population.
the island of St. Helena, but a
up for compulsory military service when he
reaches 18 years and
Ben also has many friends in large part of the government revfour months. Since the end of World War n
more than a million Louisville,
Lexington, Covington, enue comes from the sale of posmen have received training, most of them in the
army.
Paducah and the other larger tage stamps to collectors.
That training period recently was
increased from 18 to 24 metropolitan areas
in Kentucky.
English is the modern world's
months. And after that full-time training,
each man is required to He's got some
money to make a most widely read language.
serve part-time for three to four years in
auxiliary services. Every campaign, and,
through his wide
About three-fourths of all the
month approximately 10,000 trained conscripts are
put into the Britcontacts throughout Kentucky, world's letters are written and
ish equivalent of the American National
Guard.
can
build
a
respectable, if not ac- about half the newspapers are
We have no intention here of going into the
reasons why we tually formidable, campaign
feel that the drafting of 18-year-olde is
or- printed in English, says the Nanecessary. Those reasons ganization.
have been presented most forcefully
tional Geographic Society.
already by General Marshall,
They're two good m en, and
..peneral Bradley and Mrs. Rosenberg,
"Castles In Spain" have become
among others. We merely either
one should make a good more than a romantic illusion.
ant to point out here that Britain, which
some Americans are ac- governor. Either
cusing of being laggardly in- Its defense
one, also, will Ten of them recently have been
efforts,,is doing more than give John
Sherman Cooper a race. converted into hotels.
we are in the matter of men power.
If Cooper actually is the RepubliThe Zinnia IS the slate flower
--(The Louisville Times) can nominee.
for Indiana
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To have your organinesion listed In do
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lion to us at oncei
MOB
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2.Locations of plants and ;my!inmates
.Number of employees(male and temaisj
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OBERIIN Letter

All Kentucky manufacturers were asked
letter on January 10, 1951, to supply the
Development Board with the answers tat
3 questions for inclusion in the new 1951
Kentucky Industrial Directory. U you failed
receive this request, pleat* fill in the
shown below, and mail it TODAY se
A.& I. D. Board office in Frankfort.

WISERVAT/Oilf
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is the best ad-

— —

COUPON

•••••

Agricultural & Industrial Development Roo."
415 Ann St., Frankfort, Ky.
Gentlemen:
Please send by return mail your form for DM*
the Kentucky Industrial Directory, 1951.

vertisement for Kentucky-made
products that has ever been published—your company will benefit; your community will bene-

Title

ACT NOW!

Address _..__
L.—

AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT BOARD OF KENTUCKY
EARL R. MUIR, CHAIRMAN • President: The Louisville Trust Co., Louisville
I- K. BELL

7
All B

NAME._

fit; your State will benefit —
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Most have responded, but the few
manufacturers who have not reported are
ing up publiestion of the complete
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HENRY T. PARROTT
Sr. Perfume, Parrett Serrke

W. J. FOSTER

Pr esideet
Keetucky Beek avid 'Trost Co.
Modisostille

Pr.+. Ger. MV.
Merit Clothing Co., Mayfield

MARTIN SOWN'

IVAN JM

Demote( MD, cud CDNIMICS EADDID•D
Lee Cloy Pr.:ideate Ce.
Clearfield

Keecirti. Dir.
K. Cecile store. CD•100, Georgetown

DR. H. L. DONOVAN

HARRY LaVIERS

Presider/. Unlvereity of Ky.
Le ciegtoo

V. P. & G.. Mcr.
Seethoolt Coal Co.. Painterille

GEORGE W. HUPLET. JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

exec. T. P.. Compbellsriila
Lageber C., Compb•Il••111.•

E'DWIll C. WILLIS
Commist.leeer of ledoetrial Welkin
Froekfort

US ANN ST., FRANKFORT,

Fs.
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Prices
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Do You Know?

Drafting 18-Year-Olds

•

John
Phone 2620

BECAUSE
You Pay Only for the
Number of Times the
'Ad Runs—
Minimum 50c Charge or
Two Cents A Word

PHONE 2141
the Most for Your Money — It's So
Easy!

ursda , Februa

,February 1, 1951
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Oliver C. Allcock)
k's column will cony
ing essay in the 1950
County Soil ConserveContest. This essay was
Miss Betty Holt, senler High School.
to others as you would
n do unto you." The
ule certainly makes it
for us us citizens of
county to do all we can
this water that is takour rich topsoil. Cont
is water plays a terribly
part in the District
tion program. Just owndoes not give us the
misuse it or let erosion
andowners should see
are trustees who have a
bligation to pass their
o the next generation in
possible condition. Withwe could, not live,- and
• do not have true reverthe soil as a source of
d certainly not have a
rence for human life.
are a great help in the
of water. These ponds
roles. First, they take
rplus water that would

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. KENTUCKY
Western Kentucky

Bubs Harralson

Hog

Show, Sale Announced
The first Fat Hog Show and
Sale in Weetern Kentucky uponsired by the Kentucky Department of Agriculture has just
been announced. Commissioner
Harry F. Walters has set March
20 as the date and Bardwell as
the place.
Premiums totaling :Five Hundred Dollars will be -paid on a
per hundred basis. Winners among
the FFA and 4-11 Club members
participating in the show and
sale share equally in the prizes.

. P. .
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B
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LICENSE DUE

city occupational licenses were
January 1, including license to
I cigarettes, fresh meat, gas and
operation of cream stations,
ling and delivering milk,all street
dors, etc.
Buy your license NOW and avoid
alty.

Renewed

Your

surance Coverage Lately?

PLAY SAFE - CALL US!

ohn E.YoungIns.Agency
S. HARRISON
Princeton, Ky.

ly for the
Times the
NS —
Charge or
A Word

ach's

Kentucky farmers will likelyhave higher incomes this year
than they had in 1950, according
to the annual agricuyural outlook
report of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky.
"Unless price ceilings are applied," says the report, "prices
will be higher, perhaps about 10
per cent. This will stimulate
farmers to greater effort and, if
weather conditions are favorable,
production should exceed that of
the last two years. Improved demand and higher prices may reduce the significance of government price support programs."
A statement by Dean Thomas P.
Cooper says, in part:
The new year brings to farmers a challenge to produce more
food and fiber, with greater efficiency. Their success in meeting
this opportunity will call for
thought and effort in planning as
well as for skill and preeervance
in carrying out their plans.
"A careful study of the Agricultural Outlook (report) for
Kentucky may assist farm men
and women in developing their
plans for production and marketing, the making of improvements
on the farm and in the home, and
the spending of money fur family
living."
The report discusses the outlook for Kentucky major farm
products, including tobacco, beef
cattle, sheep, hogs, poultry, wool
and milk and cream.

Ky. Farm News

MARK CUNNINGHAM

CALL COLLECT

Outstanding Values — Bargains in each Department

Furniture - Rugs - Other Floor Coverings and Home Furnishings
All represented in this Price Saving Sale

incorporated

Hopkinsville, Ky.

TEE-SHIRTS

$2.49 Dozen

490

HOSE

CURTAINS

$1.00 Pr.

$1.98 Pair

SHEETING

SLIPS

590 Yard

$1.71

TOWELS

DRESS SOCKS

470 Each

250 Pair

Pastel Colors

"FLYING ANTS"

MEN'S 69c BRIEFS

MEN'S 59c UNDER SHIRTS

570

470

near your house
you may have TERMITES

Assorted Patterns

Assorted Colors

Ask For Free Inspection
PHONE ROI

KEACH FURNITURE CO.

DIAPERS

If you see

STEGER LUMBER CO.

So Easyl

Better Cough Relief

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

NOW IN FULL SWING

Payment Plan
Available

Dead Stock Wanted

Income last year from dairy
products in Monroe county was
WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICE FOR DEAD OR
up 30 per cent over 1949, and it
DISABLED STOCK. WE MEET ALL COMPETITION.
is expected to be increased a fifth
cultivation.
We operate sanitary trucks that are disinfected
this year.
Terraces can be used to a great
Woodin
dogs
1,500
than
soil
More
of
eroadvantage in control
daily. We guarantee good service.
ford county were licensed in 1950
sion, if contour cultivation is used
and about 400 destroyed, accordwith them. If the land is too
ing to the sheep growers associasteep for terracing, diversion
tion.
ditches may be used.
When new drugs or old fail to stop
Boyle county homemakers your cough or chest cold don't delay.
A. line aiound the slope which
flags
Nations
United
eight
Creornulsion
contains only safe, helpmade
is the same elevation at all points
ful. proven ingredients and no narIs called a contour line. Contour erosion by reducing the velocity for schools in the county.
nature's process. It
Thirty-three Todd county 4-H cotics to disturbscat
planting not only keeps the soil of the water.
of the trouble to
PHONE Princeton 3698
goes light to thq
one- 'aid
from washing away, but it allows
nattlre soothe and heal raw, tenWhen land has become eroded club members are growing
der, inflamed bronchial membranes.
the water to soak slowly into the so badly that it cannot be reclaim- sucker tobacco.
Due to a favorable season and Guaranteed to please you or druggist
soil, thus aiding when there is a ed for crops or pastures, it should
money. Creomulsion has stood
refunds
severe dry peridd. In experiments be planted to trees. Locust tree by following a definite spraying the test of many millions of users.
conducted throughout Kentucky, are well suited to grow on tte program, Johnson county farmers
it has been found that yields are badly eroded land, and grass wit grew higher quality and quantity
increasing on farms where con- grow on this ground after the lo- of apples than ever before.
Harrison county homemakers
tour practices are carried on.
cust gets a start.
More winter pasture is producWhen this land has been rein made a total of 675 dozen cookies
ed if the cover crops are seeded stated by the planting of trees, i during the fall months for the
rather early. Certain varieties of will become the perfect haven fo Veterans Administration hospital.
Paul Fry of Shelby county made
cover crops such as crimson clo- all types of wildlife. Game bird.
ver can be seeded by late August or animals will make it thei an average of $45.41 on 136 ewes.
Mrs. W. H. Hahn of Nelson
and certainly not later than the home and will help make th
county has refinished six pieces
middle of November.
county a great hunting resort.
A heavier seeding will better
In this county, farmers ar of furniture since she learned the
protect the land and will make thoughtless about the way the methods in her homemakers club.
The number of electrified
grazing possible, but if grazing is do their planting. After the Ian
not possible a lighter seeding is is plowed and disked, then it i homes on farms in towns in Madsatisfactory. Some of the roles rolled, dragged or smoothed off ison county has increased from
186 in 1946 to 1,818 in 1950.
that grasses play are as follows: No sooner is this done than
Grant county, one of the top
1. The impact of the raindrops heavy downpour of rain washe.
is broken and this prevents com- away all of this loose top-soi producers of veal calves in Kenpacting of the soil's surface.
which has never been planted tucky, sells annually about 5,000
MEN'S
2. The soil is kept loosened by Sometimes on a hillside the soi calves on the Cincinnati market.
BIRDSEYE
Christian county Negro homethe grass-roots. This increases has washed away so much tha
the soil's water-holding capacity. the prints of the plow may b makers clubs contributed $180 to3. The grass protects against seen upon a hard, infertile piece ward the establishment of a day
nursery for the children of workof ground.
How easily these catastrophe ing mothers.
Oscar Jones of Whitley county
could have been prevented. Wit
ordered 6,000 short-leaf pines for
time
White Only
and
thought
extra
little
a
Good Quality
Surety a n d Fidelity
the farmer could have made con reforestation.
- Large
Medium
Small
seedling
Bonds are like other
Quality
105,000
Fine
Orders for
27 x 27
tour rows or terraces and tha
by Marshall
placed
were
trees
branches of insurance
have
not
would
soil
valuable
BEAUTIFUL LACE
1, a conLADIES' NYLON
to us. We know their
washed away. It will take many county farmers to Jan.
same
the
from
drop
siderable
years to build back what soil wa
function thoroughly
period last year.
carried away in a few minutes.
and we supply the
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on every fruit farm where it was
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tried, says the Station. "Its market and consumer acceptance
MEN'S RAYON
20 x 40 BATH
were excOlent. It proved to be
very hardy, ripening with Golden
Jtkilee. It deserves a place in all
new peach plantings."

FEBRUARY CLEARANCE SALE!!
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After the Korean island of
Cheju was occupied by Mongol
troops in 1272, it formed the base
for two attacks 9n Japan, both of
which were reputedly stopped by
the "Kamikaze" or divine wind.
The new provisional state of
the Saar is one-third larger than
the post-World War I Saar Territory.

SPECIALS

rices Are Rising---

one 2620

A GARDEN IS A MUST
Gardening for 1951 is about to
start, and this year of all years,
the garden must be good. Uncertainty prevails on all sides with
respect to just about everything
that Kentuckians hold dear, save
the home gardens. For them, as
in countless years past, the sun
will shine and kindly rains will
fall as in normal times.
This is net a prophecy, but the
insect situation may be a bit easier because of this winter's rigors.
Also, the same gardener remains,
and on the basis of "store-bought"
vegetable prices, he will earn
himself wages quite as handsome
as those that war plant workers
get.
If more reasons were needed
for having a garden, the oldfashioned ones could be got out
and dusted off. Some of them are
the satisfaction that comes of
watching things grow, of killing
insects wholesale, of stopping
diseases, notably tomato blight,
and, finally, the satiefaction that
comes of feeling in partnership
with the Almighty as these things
are being accomplished. There
must be good gardens.
While waiting for the last blizzard to pass, much can be done.
The seed catalogs are coming in
every mail; the seed boxes have
been opened and the pails of bulk
seed have made their appearance.
Seed should be bought, but nat.
until a plan has been made, geared to the family's needs. Haphazard-planted gardens waste seed,
money and labor. In the pia ming,
sure surpluses must be provided
for to fill every jar or that handy
bit of modernity, the freeter.
Sprayers and dusters should be
overhauled, or new ones bought.
There is little virtue in doing
half-jobs with inferior equipment. Merchants should be told
about the copper and rotenone
that will be needed when the season gets underway. Now's the
time for doing .the things that
will assure good gardens this
year.
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By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
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Water Management Plan
Building Improvements
A subcommittee on' building Outlined By Leaders
Maintenance School
Improvements and facilities of the
Caldwell countiea need, tor
George ';I:lubs" Harrelson, Of
county extension Advisory com- Mil improvement and water moothe Butler 4-H club was elected
mittee met Thursday, January 25, agement were •discussed by the
president of the 4•H tractor mainand disc ussed improvements county extension advisory mobtenance school Saturday, January
needed for the county.
committee here Saturday.
27. Other officers elected were
Bennie Mashburn, vice-president, The committee members com- Committee members taking part
and Charles Watson, secretary- posed of Guy Shoulders, chair- In the discussion were Willis
man, Otter Pond community; Sam Traylor, chairman, Bethany comtreasurer.
Jimmy Wallace and Junior Steger, Princeton, and Mrs. J. A. munity; J. W. Hazzard, Cadiz
Dunbar, local leaders, led a dig- Hemmingway, Cadiz road, made road;- Mrs. Lee Mashburn, Otter
cuSsion on tractor safety at the the following recommendations Pond community; R. A. Mabry,
International Harvester garage on for a long time plan of improve- county agent, and Wilma VandiWest Main street. Items of safety ment of buildings, Implements ver, home agent.
Needs for a long time program
brought out in the discussion were and facilities;
1. Planning buildings to suit of improvements of soil and water
things to check oefore starting
your tractor such as, checking the livestock and farmstead needs. 2. management as outlined by the
oil, water, and amount of fuel, if Improvement of arrangements'of committee were:
the tractor is out of gear and that buildings, to save labor for safety 1. Construction of ponds and resthe brakes are on. Other items and convenience. 3. Planning of ervoirs for an adequate and sant- .
discussed were the power t a k.e farm homes for convenience, safe- tary year round livestock water
off shield, safety measures to take ty and adequate for family needs. supply. 2. Sod water ways adewhen moving, using corn pickers 4. Inform rural people as to the quate to carry water from area
and other power take off equip- available sources of credit fpr to be drained. 3. Terracing and
farm buildings, implements and planting on contour land of more
ment.
The group enjoyed two short facilities. 5. Keep rural people in- than 3 per cent slope that is to be
moves furnished by Coleman formed on new building materials used for row cropping. 4. Drainand Dunn, the International deal- available and wood preserving age systems on farms being damers of Princeton, according to materials. 6. Improve lievstock aged by excess water. 5. )'ertilizJames S. Roser, assistant county ahd home supply. 7. Information ing and liming of row crops, pason machinery and farm fencing. tures and hays according to needs
agent.
Many fathers of club members 8. Make information on farm shown by mil test. 6. Use of land
attending the school were present building construction available to for growing crops that it is beat
for the first meeting. The next local carpenters and building ma- suited for. 7. Proper seeding mixmeeting will be held February 3 terial retailers. 9. Encourage more tures for land to be seeded to get
at 9:30 a. m. at the John Deere adequate machinery storage end maximum pasture as near year
round as possible.
garage on the Hopkinsville road. work shop space.
Mr. Traylor will report recomMembers attending the first
mendations of the sob-comenittee
meeting and their club were were POTATO SCAB TREATMENT
Des Moines — (AP) — Appli- to the county extension advisory
Charles Ruffin, Jimmy and Janice
Nichols of Bethany; Glen Little- cation of sulphur to the soil will committee for their approval or.
field, Hall; Harold Hopkins, Dav- prevent potato scab infection, disapproval as a part of the counid Crenshaw, Roy Massey, Don- the most serious potato disease ty extension program.
•
ald Roberti and Wendell Roberts, in Iowa, according to botanists
Surveys in U. S. city areas ssow
of Quinn; James M. Smiley, Way- at Iowa State College.
The botanists found in a re- that 52 per cent of all auto tripe
ne Keller, of Friendship; Charles
Drennan, William W. Jones, Rich- earch program that an app/ica- are made for purposes of making
ard D. Gray, Donnie Mitchell and ion of 500 to 1,000 pounds of a living, 13 per cent for shopping,
Joe Peters, of Butler; Jimmy ulphur per acre proved effec- 16 per cent for recreation and 19
Harper, Jackie Barnes, Randall ive in combatting the disease. per cent for miscellaneous purPhelps, Charles Ilowton of Fre- he sulphur treatment is usual- poses like going to the doctor or
donia; Glendela Rowland, Mickey y sufficient for a three-year dentist or taking childrea 5.
school.
Winn, Flatrock; Charles Prince, eriod, they report.
Earl Drennan, C oh b; Richard
Burchett, Royce Burchett, and
Roscoe Burchett of Nabb.
President

Injured This Year
(By N. R. Elliott)
The severe freezing weather
that we had in most sections of
the state in November injured
many of the ornamental plants
probably stand on sane useful used In landscape work. In the
piece of land if it were not drain- vicinity of Lexington, some plants
ed into the pond. Second, this appear to be dead but close examwater can be used to a great ad- ination shows that there still is
vantage as a source of drinking some live wood. Reports from othwater for farm animals. Of les- er sections of the state indicate
ser importance, the pond is a the same conditions.
wonderful habitat for good fish.
Some of the broadleaf everThese .may be game fish or any greens
like Leatherleaf Vibursmall type of fish.
num, Mahoniu and Cherry Laurel
Two different forms of drain- have been injured considerably.
age arc in common use today. In one or two instances, the AbeThese are the open ditch or sur- ha and Euonyinua patens have
face and the underground or tile been more or less damaged. The
drainage. The large open ditches early blooming Spireas, slender
are not used except when large .Deutzias, and a few of the Forquantities of water are to be car- sythias have been injured. Most
ried away. These ditches occupy of the evergreens seem to have
valuable land that could be used escaped serious injury; however,
for other purposes. The tile ditch a little has been found on a few
is placed below the surface of the Taxus and Firs.
ground and is far more efficient,
Home owners should not be in
because it does not interfere with a hurry to cut out this injury;
wait until the plant has had a
chance to begin to grow in the
spring and then remove the dead
parts. Use a sharp knife or pruning shears and make a clean cut
just below the dead branch or
REGULAR MEETING
stem.
Of course, the injured plant
should be cultivated and fed just
as soon as the soil can be -worked.
Loosen the soil two or three inch7 O'Clock -- Lodge Room
es deep under the spread of the
All Brothers Plan To Attend
branches and scatter good, highgrade fertilizer over this area.
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.
Follow the fertilizer with water
to wash it into the soil and hasten its dissolving so the plant can
use it. Good, well-grostrn shrubs
should have from one to three
pounds of fertilizer per plant, depending on their size; evergreens
that are three to four feet tall,
Iwo pounds, and plants that are
six to ten feet tall, three pounds
of fertilizer.
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3, 1873. She was married to William Henry Holt on October 9,
1890. At an early age she pro.
teased faith ha Christ and joined
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Mitchell
Mrs. Virgie
the New Bethel paptist Church.
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Funeral services for Mrs. VirSurvivors ine.ude the husband,
Services:
gie Mitchell, former resident of W. 11. Holt, Crider; three daughChurch School at 9:45 a. m.
community, were
Worship Service at 11:00 a. in. the Cedar Bluff
ters, Mrs. L. C. Son, crider; Mrs.
at the Baptist Church Charlie Arnold, Hopkinsville;
CYF .meets at 6:00 p. in. each conducted
2
at
Monday
in Milburn, Ky.,
Mrs. Oburn Faughn, Princeton;
Sunday.
p. m., with the Rev. Galen Har- three sons, Ules Holt, Kuttawa;
Evening Worship at 7:30.
ArchGeorge
Rev.
Ted Holt, Cride r; B. E. Holt,
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes- grove and the
officiating. Burial was in the Princeton; sister, Mrs. Ada Hamday at 7:0U p. m.
Milburn cemetery.
mons, Hopkinsville; brother, H. E.
A native of this county, Mrs. Conger, Kuttawa; 24 grandchil" CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Mitchell was the daughter of the dren and 20 great-grandchildren.
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
late Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Thomas. Two sons preceded her in death.
SUNDAY
The family resided in the Cedar
-9:45 am. Sunday School
Bearers were Loyd Holt, CharBluff community until 1940.
10.45 a.m. Morning Service
les Arnold, Harold Holt, Ben
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
Among the survivors are the Stevenson, Norman Harnmons and
WEDNESDAY
'iusband, Fay Mitchell; daughter, William Lynn Holt.
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service Mrs. Lucille Tackett,. Dearborn,
Flower girls were Mary Ruth
.8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
Mich.; three sons, Thomas, Dear- Arnold, Geneva Bridges, Wanda
W.,
Robert
and
born; Donald 0.
Holt, Bobbie Hammons, Dorothy
OGDEN METHODIST
both of Milburn; two sisters, Mrs. Hammons, Daisy Holt, Ann Holt
Pastor
Callender,
H.
Rev. Joseph
Minnie White and Mrs. Flora and Nelda Faughn.
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Boyd, and one brother, Owen
o'clock
10:45
Morning Worship,
Thomas, all of Princeton.
Mrs. R. A. Belt
•
Fellowship,
Methodist Youth
Funeral services for Mrs. R. A.
6 o'clock
Major Ladd
Belt, prominent church worker
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Funeral services for Major and community leader of Dawson
Wednesday Evening Servile, 7
Ladd, 55, were conducted at the Springs and former resident of
o'clock
First Christian Church here Jan- Fredonia, were conducted at the
FIRST BAPTIST
uary 22 by the Rev. George W. First Baptist Church in Dawson
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
Filer, pastor of the church, as- Springs Friday at 2 p. in. The
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
sisted by the Rev. Floyd A. Lo- Rev. A. L. Meacham, pastor of
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
perfido. Burial was in the Rog- the church, conducted the service.
Training Union
6:15
Burial was in the Marion cemeers cemetery, this county.
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
Mr. Ladd died in Vanderbilt tery.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, Hospital, Nashville, January 20,
A native of Lexington, Mrs.
7:30 p. in.
after an illness of about three Belt lived in Fredonia a numweeks.
ber of years when her husband
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
A native of Caldwell county, was principal of the school there.
PRINCETON
Mr. Ladd had spent the greater They moved to Dawson Springs
CHURCH Or THE IMMACUpart of his life in the county. He in 1936 where Mr. Belt is superLATE CONCEPTION, EARLwas a member of the Crossroads intendent of city schgols.
INGTON
Christian Church.
Survivors include the husband;
First, third and fifth Sundays,
.Among the survivors are the
two daughters, Miss Virginia
Mass at 8 o'clock.
wife, Mrs. Nettie Ladd, 410 Rail-.
Belt, Princeton; Mrs. Alex AdeSecond and fourth Sundays,
road street, city; two sons, Ros- len,
Vine Grove; one son, Rupert
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
and Stanley, city; nine daughcoe
D. Belt, Lexington, mother, Mrs.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
Mrs.
Lillie
Mae
Ladd,
ters,
Cobb; T. H.
Duvall, Lexington, and two
OUTWOOD 'VETERAN'S HOS- Mrs. Joe Tanner, Colton, Calif.; grandchildren.
Mrs. Sylvia Martin, Miss Nora
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays, Bell Ladd, Miss Ruby Lee Ladd,
Shirley June, Rosa Nell, Eliza- Harold H. Gates
Mass at 10730 o'clock.
Funeral services for Harold
Second and fourth Sundays, beth Ann, and Betty Ray Ladd,
all of Princeton; parents, Mr. and Hunter Gates, former resident
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Mrs. J. H. Ladd, Cobb communi- of Princeton, were conducted at
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is ty; sister, Mrs. Arch Burgess, Ce- the Morgan Funeral Home here
Saturday at 2 p. m., with the
pastor and the Rev. Richard rulean, and two grandchildren.
Rev. George W. Filer, pastor of
Clements is assistant pastor.
the First Christian Church offiMrs. Emma Holt
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
Funeral services for Mrs. Emma ciating. Military4 rites were
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
conducted at the graveside bySunday School every Sunday Holt, resident of the Crider com- members of Carlisle Orange
Post
munity, were held Thursday at
afternoon at 2:30.
No. 116, American Legion. BurPreaching every second and 2:30 p. in., at Liberty Baptist ial'was in Cedar Hill
cemetery.
fourth Sunday afternoons at Church, Lyon county, with the
Mr. Gates, the son of the late
Rev.
Reed
Woodall
reading
the
280.
John C. Gates, prominent attorPrayer meeting every Satur- last rites. Burial ikfkas in the Libney and mayor of Princeton, and
erty cemetery.
day at 7:30.p. m.
Mrs. Holt suffered a heart at- Martha Long Gates, 611 WashNORTHSIDE BAPTIST
tack and death came instantly ington street, died at the home
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor. Wednesday, January 24, at her of a niece, Mrs. J. E. Masters, in
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30 home near Crider.
Cincinnati, Ohio, January 25.
IL M.
The daughter of the late Delia
Mr. Gates, better known here
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
Vaughn. Conger and Benjamin as "Pete", attended the PrinceTraining Union-6 p. in.
Conger, Mrs. Holt was born May ton public schools and graduated
Evening Worship-7 p. in.
from Staunton Military Academy,
a.
m. and 7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
Staunton, Va. He completed his
Training
Union
6:30
p.
nu.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
education at Purdue University
Prayer
service
Wed.
m.
7:00
1).
7 p. in.
in mechanical engineering in
1921. He was connected with the
FREDONIA CUMBERLAND
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Armstrong Cork Co., for 23 years,
Old Madisonville Road, Rev PRESBYTERIAN
with the exception of time spent
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Mrs. Maude Turner, pastor.
with the Signal Corps in World
Sunday
School
9:45
a.
m.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
War II, from July 1942 to June,
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. in.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Preaching each first and third 1945. He was awarded the Bronze
Young People's Service 8:00
Star for meritorious service in
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
p.m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. the European theatre. After his
Evangelistic Service 7 p. in.
military discharge, he continued
Wednesday evening
Prefer FREDONIA FIRST
his work with the Armstrong
service 7:00 p.m.
PRESBYTERIAN
Cork Co., at the Cincinnati office
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
until disabled by illness in SepCEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. tember,
Preaching services every sec1950.
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. CHURCH OF CHRIST
Mr. Gates was a lifelong mem202
West
Locust
Street
and 7 p. m.
ber of the First Christian Church,
Lige Cook, Minister
Prayer meeting every ThursPrinceton, a Mason and a memBible
study
Sunday.
10:00
a.m.
day night at 7 p. in.
ber of the American Legion Post,
Preaching and communion each
Sunday school every Sunday
Covington, Ky.
Sunday,
11:00
a.
m.
morning at 9:45 a. in.
Besides his mother, a resident
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
of Princeton for 58 years, he is
Bible
study
Wed.
7:00
p. in.
CUMBERLAND
survived by a brother, John C.
PRESBYTERIAN
MIDWAY BAPTIST
Gates, and wife, Indianapolis;
W. H. Tallent, minister
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, Pastor
niece, Mrs. J. E. Masters, CincinSunday School, 9:45 a. m.
nati ; two aunts, Mrs. J. A. StegServices every Sunday
Morning Worship, 11 a. inar, Princeton, and Mrs. G. Q.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6
m.
Rust, Wharton, Texas.
Preaching 11:00 a. in.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. in.
Training Union 6:00 p. in.
Bearers were J. H. Layman,
Prayer meeting every WednesEvening service 7:00 p. in.
Cincinnati; Richard Ratliff, Carl
''' day at 7:45 p. in., followed by
Sparks, Rumsey Taylor, George
choir rehearsal.
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
Eldred and John E. Young, all of
riev: W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Princeton.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
Preaching each first and third
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m. Mrs.
Dave Boaz
Services every second Saturday
Sunday School every Sunday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
Funeral services for Mrs. Dave
10:00 a. m.
0. Boaz, 67, lifelong resident of
at 11 a. m.
Prayer meeting each Wednesthe Fredonia community, will be
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and
day preceding first and third Sunservices on fourth Sunday at 11
conducted at the Baptist Church
there at 2 p. m. today. The Rev.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor W. D. Watts, pastor of the church,
DONALDSON BAPTIST
Services every' Sunday, 11:00 will officiate, assisted by the Rev.
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Ray Wigginton. Burial will be in
a. in. and 7:00 p. M.
Sunday School, 10 a. in.
Sunday School every Sunday at the Fredonia cemetery.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Mrs. Boaz died in the Jennie
10:00 a. m.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. in.
Pr ayer service, Wednesday, Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville,
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Tuesday afternoon after an opera7:00 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
Services each Saturday before tion earlier the same day. She
had entered the hospital a week
second Sunday, 2:30 p. in.
FREDONIA PENTICOSTAL
ago for observation and treatRev. Opal Miller, pastor
CRESWELL
BAPTIST
ment.
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
The former Miss Dolly DeBoe,
WHITE SULPHUR
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Mrs. Boaz was born and reared
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00 in the Fredonia
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
community. She
a. in.
was a devoted member of the
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:15 Fredonia Baptist
Church.
Morning Service--11:00 a. m.
P. rn.
Among the survivors are the
Training Union--6:30 p. m.
husband; one daughter, Miss Mary
GENERAL BAPTIST
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
Ellen Boaz, both of Fredonia; a
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday- Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Pastor nephew who
was reared in the
Sunday School every Sunday,
7:00 p. m.
"-tome, G us Traylor, Detroit; a
Attend the church where you 9:45 a. in.
Worship Service every Sunday, twin-brother, Sherdie, Cadiz;
will receive a cordial welcome.
four other brothers, Ab, Marion;
11:00 a. in. and 7: p. m.
SECOND BAPTIST
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30 Joe, Eudor a, Ark.; M. S. and
Frank, both of the Fredonia comRev. H. D. Knight, pastor
p.m.
munity.
Sunday School 10 a. in.
MT. OLIVET GENERAL
Morning worship 11 a. in.
BAPTIST
JOINS FRATERNITY
Training Union 6 p. m.
Rev. Claud Threlkeld, Pastor
Marvin Pogrotsky ieturned
Evening :worship 7 p. m.
Regular
services every second Sunday after spendinj two days
Wednesday service 7 p. m.
Sunday
in Lexington where e was ini,FREDONIA BAPTIST
Sunday School 1000 a. m., ex- tiated as a charter member of
Rev. W. B. Watts. Pastor
cept second Sunday
the Gamma Sigma Chapter of
Sunday School at 1:00 p. m. Tau Kappa Epsilom, national soSunday School 9:45 a. in.
Services every Sunday, 11:00 second Sunday.
cial fraternity.
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man's life consisteth not in the abundance
"And His
of the things which he possesseth.
followers, through the centuries, have discovered that only spiritual awareness can
enable us to appreciate physical and mate-
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"I am come,
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Way of life, and the Truth He taught—
these, then, are the foundations of an abund-
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greatest factor an
the building of
earth for
character and
It is a
storehouse of spiritual good citizenship
strong Church,
values.
Without a
can survive. neither democracy nor civilization
There are lour
sound reasons why
every person should
attend services
and support the
regularly
own sake (2) ForChurch. They are: (I) For his
his
children's sake. (3)
sake of his
For the
community and nation.
sake of the Church
(4)
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ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY
This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
Rowland Motor Co.

Gardner White

Federated Store

Dodge-Plymouth-Sales-Service
Washington & Jefferson
DIAL 3075

PRINCETON, KY.

PRINCETON, KY.

Clyde 0. Wood

Dr. C. F. Engelhardt

Distributor of
AETNA PRODUCTS

CHIROPRACTOR
29 Years Successful Practice
In Princeton

Shortt Electric Company
113 Market

Dial 3053

Steger Lumber Company
"From a splinter to a carload"
PHONE 2061-2062

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
SALES & SERVICE
Dial 3505

Dr. Lyle S. Yowell
CHIROPRACTOR
1.2854, E. Main
— Dial 3085
PRINCETON, KY.

Wm. M. Young
Allis Chalmer Farm Machinery
FREDONIA, KENTUCKY

J. 0. Breshear Lumber Co.
K. F. D. 2

Wadlington Service Sta.
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 3301

DIAL 3844

Ambulance Service Any
Hour — Anywhere
DIAL 3320

JOE P. WILCOX
118 W. Main
Dial 3414

PRINCETON, KY.

•

PRINCETON, KY.

B. N. Lusby

Princeton Lumber Co.

132 E. MAIN

DIAL 3141

McConnell Electric Co.
205 W. MARKET

DIAL /091

Morgan Funeral Home
Cedar Bluff Stone Co., Inc.

J. C. Penney Co., Inc.
PRINCETON CREAM &
BUTTER COMPANY

Princeton, Ky.

Western Auto Assoc. Store

CADILLAC — PONTIAC
GMC — J. I. CASE
Dial 3163
Princeton, Ky.

Serving Western Kentucky

Arnold Ligon Truck Line

Mitchell Bros. Plumbing
& Heating Company

Brown's Funeral Home

M & S Motor & Impl. CO.

24 Hour Ambulance Service
DIAL 3495

DIAL 24181

Princeton Motor Sales
BUICK SALES & SERVICE
Dawson Road

Randolph Motors
FORD SALES & SERVICE
Princeton, Ky.

Riley's Better Market
"Better Prices —
Better Products"
1015 WEST MAIN DIAL 2853

RE
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Gregory - Baker

reskamp
Ann Mane, youngest
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarlie, North Jefferson
Arne the bride of Ray
, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Greskamp, Indianapoa, at a double ring
solemnized, Saturday
January 6.
de, given in marriage
other-in-law, Mr. Hoy
m, wore a gown of
n. Her veil was fastened
ge blossoms, Her arm
as red rose hues.
Lewis, maid of honaqua, carrying a bouink roses.
mes Greskamp, brother
idegroom, served as best
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Miss Virginia E. Gregory,
daughter of Mr. C. M. Gregory,
North Jefferson street, became
the bride of Cpl. Wallace S. Baker, United States Army Air
Force, now stationed at Sewart
Air Force Base, Smyrna, Tennessee, and son of Mr. and Mrs. G.
V. Baker of Pembroke, at 4
o'clock on Saturday evening;
January 20.
The wedding took place at
Shelby Avenue Baptist Church,
Nashville, Tennessee, with the

Tom Johnson Chapter,
U. D. C., Gives Dinner •

Charlie Brown,56

Income Tax Deputy To
Aid Local Taxpayers

(Continued from Page 1)
Baptist Church at Farmersville
at 1 p. m. Friday with the Rev.
Peter Cole officiating, assisted by
the Rev. W. B. Ladd. Members of
the Ray-Crider-MeNabb Post,
Veterans of Foreign Wars, will
be in charge of military rites at
the graveside. Burial will be in
the Asher cemetery.
Among the survivors are four
brothers, Milton, Paducah; Robert, Farmersville; Alvin, Detroit; Russell, Crestwood, Ky.;
and two sisters, Mrs. Agnes
Morse, and Miss Odie Brown,
both of this county.

A deputy from the office of the
Collector of Internal Revenue
will be in Princeton February 12
through 16, March 1, 2 and le, for
the purpose of assisting taxpayers
in filing 1950 returns and their
estimated returns for 1951, S. R.
Glenn announces.
Returns should be filed by
March 15. The service of the deputy is free and Mr. Glenn urges
the taxpayers of Caldwell county
to secure his aid in solving their
income tax problems.

Members of the Tom Johnson
Chapter, United Daughters of the
Comederacy, were hosts, to more
than sixty members and guests pt
a Lee and Jackson memorial dinner given Friday evening, JanuINJURED IN PALL
ary 26, at the First Christian
Mrs. Roy Ashby, of Predonia,
Church.
suffered a fractured ankle in a
Dinner was served by the ladfall at her home last Thursday,
ies of the Willing Workers class
Homer Barr of Clearfield, Pa., it is reported. Her condition was
in the dining hall of the church,
two-time Eastern intercollegiate described as good after receiving
where tables were decorated with
heavyweight wrestling champion, treatment from a physician here.
the Confederate colors of red and
is captain of Penn State's 1951
roses
were
red
eiiate.
Bowls
of
Lansaw-oat
r.
isov.
pastAn, Voir
Try A Leader Classifled Ad(
team.
officiating. A program of nuptial placed at the speakers' table, and
music was given by Mr. Wilson on the piano console. Flags of
sucfighter,
tailless
jet
Navy's
the
This is the Douglas XF4D,
the Confederacy were displayed NAVY'S TAILLESS JET-FIGHTER:
Thomas, organist.
How To Get Positive Quick Relief
cessfully flown for first time by test pilot Larry Peyton at Edwards Air Force Base, Muroc, Calif. It
Mr. Gregory gave his daugh- above the speakers table, where is designed for catapulting from carrier decks for rapid climb to upper atmosphere to fulfill a need
From Stomach Trouble With The NEW
Miss
of
Margie
Amos,
president
Jean
;er in marriage. Miss
HARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
for a plane that can intercept tin enemy on short notice. Plane is actually a triangular wing with a
Thompson attended the bride as the chapter, Mr. Emery Dobbins, slim nose extending forward to provide pilot's cockpit. (AP Wirephoto)
It is made up of four different medicines. One of the
Dobguest
Mr?
speaker,
Hazel
maid of honor and Miss Mary
e wedding, a reception
main ingredients is belladonna.
bins, Mr. and Mrs. Charles GadU.K., spent the weekend with his ACCEPTS NEW POSITION
Sue Sartin was bridesmaid.
We guarantee this wonderful medicine w relieve ulcer
at the home of Mr. and
James We!ls, employee of the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carter AdBurchett of Pembroke die, Mr. and Mrs. Rurnsey TayDenny
nts Greskamp.
pain, and that acid, gassy, belchy, nervous and lack of pep
Cumberland Manufacturing Comams, Highland avenue.
served as best man and complet- lor, Mr. and Mrs. K. R. Cummins,
feeling. Compare its,price with other stomach preparations.
2 ing the personnel of the bridal Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Cook, Mrs.
/
are at home at 38191
Billy Watson, Western, spent pany here for the past 14 years,
Miss Sara Richie, Georgetown,
Many testimonials come into our office telling of the
Place, Indianapolis.
party as ushers were John J. Kel- Willa Newman, Mrs. Brad Lacy, spent the weekend with her par- the weekend with his pa-ents,' has accepted a position as manrelief that users have obtained. They have also
blessed
Ii.
Ruby
A.
Mrs.
clothing
Mrs.
Goodwin,
manufacturing
a
of
ager
flawSergeants
ley and Arlie Boss, both
and Mrs. E. T. Richie, Mn eV Mrs. Fred Watson,
found Harvey Tablets have relieved Gall Bladder Trouble.
is
it
anTenn.,
Irwin,
in
company
• M. Stembridge, Madi- in the United States Air Force Thomson and Harry Long were ents, Mr.
sir road.
North Jefferson street.
Start this treatment today. Sold only at—
street, returned Sunday and stationed at Sewart Air seated.
nounced.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Scott, Jr.,
Miss Ann Quisenberry, student
President Miss Margie Amos
cinnati, Ohio, where she Force Base.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells plan to go
this
la
spent
Sunday
Paducah,
WOOD DRUG STORE
at Murray, spent the weekend
the spring showing of
he
Immediately after the cere- welcomed the guests and presentcity visiting relatives and friends. to Irwin February 3 where
Princeton, Ky.
and
2075
Mrs.
Mr.
Phone
parents,
with
her
prothe
part
Garments.
on
those
taking
ed
oundation
will assume the duties of his new
mony, the bride and bridegroom
Main 4Billy McCaslin, Georgetown, position.
Newsom, Western, spent left foca short wedding trip and gram. Harry Long played sever- Major Quisenberry, West
spent the weekend with his parkend with his mother, upon their return will make their al southern songs on the piano, street.
Ralph McConnell, Georgetown, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer McCas
C. Newsom, Hopkinsville home at 1001 Gallatin Road in using his own arrangement. RumMarion road.
sey Taylor, accompanied by Mrs. spent the weekend with his mothNashville.
two
"LinJames Harvey Barnes and
selections,
sang
Mrs.
Cadiz
Taylor,
McConnell,
Mrs.
Harry
er,
d Mrs. J. C. Johnston,
two sons, Detroit, Michigan, ai e
dy Lou", and "Don't You Hear street.
e, spent the weekend Vadiss Nancy Cardin, student at
Me Calling, Caroline." A. P. Cook
Miss Pat Horn, Western, spent visiting her grandmother, Mrs. S.
s. Johnston's sister, Mrs. Western, spent the weekend with
offered the invocation.
the weekend with her parents, T. Moore, North Harrison street.
ells and Mr. Wells, Hop- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Miss Amos presented Mr. Em- Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Horn, Green
Mist Margaret June Gresham
Cardin, South Jefferson street.
road.
ery Dobbins of Newark, N. J., street.
has returned to Murray after
who spoke on the theme, "The
a Sgt. and Mrs. Jerald Winters spending the weekend with her
Legend of Lee." Mr. Dobbins comand daughter, West Point, N. Y., parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
bined historical fact with the
are visiting their parents, Mr. and Gresham, North Jefferson street.
development of Lee's character,
Don Patmor, Western, spent
Mrs. Robert Dalzell and Mr. and
including a personal concept of
Mrs. Thomas Winters. Sgt. Win- the weekbnd with his parents,
Lee the man and Lee from a milters has been transferred to Fort Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Patmor, West
itary and civil standpoint.
main street.
McPherson, Atlanta, Georgia.
Mr.
The program closed with
Houston Hailer, student at
JAR
$200
and.
Billy
and
Hodge
Mrs.
Mr.
Long directing the group in singLARCE
Western, spent the weekend with
afMurray
to
have
returned
son
ing of songs.
and Mrs. H. G.
ter spending the weekend with his parents. Rev.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. M. Hatler, West Main street.
f0
0
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Mitchell,
Bob Hogan Celebrates
Hodge.
Louisville, spent the weekend
Birthday
Sjkteenth
troft, Western, spent the
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
tax
40n Monday evening. January weekend with his mother, Mrs. with th'.iir
Lloyd Stallins and Mrs. Martha
29, a surprise party for Bob Ho- Irene Croft, Highland avenue.
Mitchell.
gan was given by friends and
Harold Creekmur, student at
ONCE-A-YEAR SALE...
Howard Stone, Western, spent
of
sixhis
honor
in
clas.-smates
Western, spent the weekend with
LIMITED TIMEI
weekend with his parents,
the
in
the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer
teenth birthday,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Stone,
Chloe Ann Winters, 107 Locust Creekmur, Highland avenue.
street.
street.
.1 Jimmie Hodge, student at U.K., North Darby
After a scavenger hunt, an ev- spent the weekend with his par- - Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Cantrell
ening of Rook, canasta and danc- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Hodge, have returned to Bowling Green
after spending the weekend with
ing was enjoyed.
Marion road.
Mrs. Ray
The honoree was the recipient
Harold Price, Western, spent their parents, Mr. and
Imagine getting so much style . . . so much
Rudy
the weekend with his parents, Mr. Farmer and Mr. and Mrs.
EAM OF ROSES CLEANSING CREAM of many lovely gifts.
Cantrell.
birththe
quality. .. so much down right value . .. at
After the cutting of
and Mrs. Henry Price, Highland
Mrs. J. D. Stephens has been
day cake, several flash snapshots avenue.
this low, low price! They're smooth rayon
of the group were made by Mr.
Miss Minnie Mallory spent the confined to her home on Washby
illness.
week
this
There's a rosy future for skins entrusted to this petal.
Jimmy Mashburn.
weekend in Paducah visiting Mr. ington street
gabardine and fully lined in rayon ... come
,4 Misses Wilma Prince and Bon••1Sandwiches, cokes, ice cream, and Mrs. Bruce Harrieon.
make-up
perfumed, petal-hued cream! It removes
in flaring styles :4. . in a raft of wonderful
and cocoanut cake were served to a Buddy and Charles Clayton, nie Jean King, students at Beth- I
Misses Janice Brinkley, Betty Western, spent the weekend will. el Woman's College, Hopkinsville,
spring colors. Navy, Gray, Red, Dacia,
quickly—leaves your complexion beautifully clean-.
Larkins, Betty Travis, Donna their mother, Mrs. Frances Clay- spent the brief between-terms
partheir
of
home
Becky
the
Cravens,
at
Mickey
period
Beitnott,
ton, Green street.
Beige, Pink, Gold or Lime... Sizes 10 to 18.
soh as rose petals! Get a supply—and sec!
Humphries, Kay Crider, Maurelle
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hobby ents. Miss Prince is the daughter
Littlefield, Patsy Quisenberry, spent the weekend in Huntsville, of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Prince
There are only a few days left for the SALE.
Chloe Ann Winters. Messrs. Missouri, visiting his sister, Mrs. of Route 3, and Miss King is the
SPECIAL PURCHASE
SPECIAL PURCHASE
save a dollar a far...NOWI and
SPECIAL PURCHASE
Ronnie Filer, Joe Pool, Jimmy J. D. Harris, Mr. Harris and fam- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
LADIES'
PEBBLE WEAVE
Leftwich, Ken Barnes, Roswell ily.
King of Fredonia.
LADIES'
Miss Jacqueline Shoulders,
Hooks, Gordon Trader, Byron
Charles Adams, student at
Rogers, Reese Tandy, Troy WilBethel College student and daughhelm, Ronnie Wilson and Bob The Leader Congratulates ter of Mr. and Mrs. Guy ShoulHogan.
Mr. and Mrs. William Richard ders of Route 3, spent the weekYou'll find what
Crisp, 317 Wood street, on the end with her college friend, Miss
Close tight"
you want at the
birth of a daughter, Vickie Lynn Joyce Johnson of Frankfort.
weave, dust re- ••''
Crisp, January 20, at the Princeprice you want
r
.
,.
slip
For
sistant!
ATTEND GATES RITES
ton Hospital.
to pay.
covers or draper- / ff/ C
Among the out-of-town relaFussy type blouses we
les. Tropical
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Willard tives and friends attending funerplaid effects.
know you like.
Gates
H.
Harold
for
services
Better Hurry
Henderson, Route 3, on the birth al
of a son, John Michael Hender- here Saturday were Mr. and Mrs.
and
Mr.
Cincinnati;
son, January 19, at the Princeton J. H. Layman,
Mrs. Ray Ellis, Atlanta; Mr.
Hospital.
• • •
James L. Stegar, Abingdon, Va.;
Mr. and Mrs. George K. White, Mr. Guy E. Martin, Chicago; Mr.
Jr., 116 Varmint Trace, on the and Mrs. James Dollar, Madisonbirth of a daughter, Janice Fran- ville; Mr. Al Condon, Evansville,
ces Whit e, January 16, at the and Mr. H. S. Patterson, Hopkinsville.
Princeton Hospital.
f((11.5.1 urn
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SHARE EXTRA* SAVINGS!
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Short Coats in
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Terrific Values
At This Penney Low
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earth lot
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rattles
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why
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RAYON BLOUSES

BETTER PURSES

DRAPERY
FABRICS

Now
Only
1.69

1.66

AY

DRASTICALLY REDUCED
Women's

COTTON OR RAYON DRESSES

IC

1,0
.4r14

or & Impl. Co.
AC — PONTIAC
— I. K. CASE
Dial 3163
Ky.
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We've Moved

In One And Two Piece, In Styles And Colors
EACH
Fall In Love At First Sight.(They're Waiting For You.)

UNDERWEAR
PENNEY DAY LOW
PRICE ON MEN'S

The Office of Western Kentucky

•

T-Shirts, Undershirts
Briefs, Shorts

Gas Company Has Been Moved Next

nney Co., Inc.
CETON, KY.

Door From Our Old Location On

ON CREAM &
COMPANY

Your Choice
3 FOR

W. Ct. Sq. To The Building Formerly

Lumber Co.
IAL 2081

Occupied By McGough Paint &

n Motor Sales

Wallpaper Store Also on W.Ct. Sq.
Here's a Bedroom Suite That Has EVERYTHING!

LES & SERVICE
wson Road

lph Motors
LES & SERVICE
ceton, Ky.

Better Market
r Prices —
Cr Prodoete
MAIN DIAL UM
eee

Because we're noted for value, we went all out to bring you this magnificent group
at a moderate price. Each piece is of generous proportions, and uses Aivoctire, BirdsRye Maple and Zebrawood veneers to show their full beauty. Contrasting marquetry inlays . . . effectively etched mirrors and decorative brass hardware contribute their quota of expensive detailing. Inside, this suite boasts such quality
details as dustproof construction, full oak interiors and center drawer guides. And
yet the FOUR pieces shown cost only ple.so.

New Location And Collections Are

MORGAN'S
FURNITURE DEALER ea FUNERAL DIRECTOR
"44 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE"
NIGHT 3495
PHONE 2035

Fine soft cotton T-Shirt, undershirts, Briefs, Sanforized Broadcloth Shorts. Long wearing, full
cut and priced rock bottom at
Penney's.

We Are Open For Business At The

Being Received There.

Phone 3801

Princeton, Ky.

400

REDUCED
BOYS'

REDUCED
MEN'S

WOW! WHAT A BUY
MEN'S COTTON

LEATHER
JACKETS
5.88

LEATHER
JACKETS
12.88

FLANNEL
SHIRTS
1.33

You'd Better Hurry

A Real Buy

,.
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Feed Markets made further deLittle Miss Bonnie Jo Holloway celebrated her fifth birth- clines during the week ended
day with a family party Janu- January 23, influenced principally by slow demand, reports to the
ary 23.
DeH. G. Holland has accepted a United States and Kentucky
indiposition in Evansville and re- partments of Agriculture
cate. Feeders and distributors
ported for work lest week.
entered new contracts cautiously
Columbus,
Hopson,
S a m W.
and were inclined to await furEdward
Mrs.
Ind., and Mr. and
developments concerning
Marti n, Hopkinsville, visited ther
price or other government conMrs. Lela Boyd Sunday.
trol. Production of most feeds
Mrs. Pearl White Davis,
continued large and offerings
few
a
spending
is
Princeton,
were plentiful.
days visiting relatives in Cobb.
Prices of wheat millfeeds and
remains
Anderson Walker
seriously ill at his home here.
Bethel Woman's College, HopMrs. Rosa K. Newton has sold kinsville, Monday after spendher home here to Mrs. De on ing the weekend with their parMurphy. Mrs. Newton and her ents.
son, Dudley, have moved to
Princeton to make their home.
Mr. Ralph Hart and family have
moved into the home vacated by
Mrs. Newton.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Radford
Your
spent Friday in Cadiz.
Headquarters
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Keys and
three children, .Evansville, spent
t sue ot unueterminea origin oestsoyed
kinto /11-10 ...,,rsvmmo.1
For
Friday night and Saturday with
Student Union building at University of Louisville last week.
Holland.
G.
H.
Mrs.
her
mother,
estiLoss
Firemen from 10 companies answered three alarms.
Mr. Mallory Porter continues
mated at $100,000. (AP Wirephoto)
to improve at his home.
Phone 3226
Hopkinsville Rd.
Miss Rose Wood and MI s s
Princeton, Ky.
Marjorie Shoulders returned to 111111141111111=11

Off what we have heard and
teen, the second toughest job fore
new pilot appears to have fallen
to Paul Richards of the Chicago
White Sox,
If Paul, who managed -Seattle
last year and Buffalo and Atlanta
before that, can keep White Sox
General Manager Frank Lane out
of the Comiskey Park clubhouse,
Richards' task should be easier.
The White Sox went through two
managers last year—Jack Onslow
and Red Corriden—and at the
World Series there was talk that
the pale hose players had signed
a 'petition to keep Mr. Lane out
of the dressing room. Of course,
Le was trying to get to the
bottom of why the Sox finished
sixth.
However, it might be different
this year. Lane first admired
Richards' ability 12 years ago
when Paul piloted Atlanta. Lane
"became entranced" when Richards led Buffalo and its team of
oldsters to the International
league flag in '49.
The post-season White Sox
turnover has been on the large
size. Newcomers include Joe
Dobson, Birdie Tebbetts, Al Zarilla and Dick Littlefield from the
Red Sox, Ed Stewart from
wings and tail section fold to(By James J. Strebig)
Washington and Harry Dorish, a
be hOoked to the
Washington — The government gether and can
drafted pitcher who has been up
car and hauled like a
• GOOD QUALITY
is interested in a machine you can rear of the
with the Browns and Red Sox.
would permit a pilot
fly through the air and drive trailer. This
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
to land at one airport, drive into
down the street.
the city and take off from a difFIRE
To help test two ideas for such
'GOOD VALUE
ferent airport.
the
"roadplanes,"
or
"airautos"
The Fulton "Airphibian" is a
INSURANCE
• IN COOD TASTE
Civil Aeronautics Administration
is
(CAA) has offered to rent 10 of tractor airplane. The propeller
the wing,
each type for six months for use in front. For ground use
CALL 2210
and propeller are reby field agents. The planes would tail section
MARK CUNNINGHAM. AO
be distributed among CAA's nine moved for storage at the airport
CoiMplete Ins!,ance Serv,c•
is driven
geographic regions and get the while the automobile
111 W. Market St.
benefit of operation under a vari- away.
Either type carries two persons.
ety of climates and terrain conAir speeds are around 100 miles
ditions.
One of the "flymobiles" w as an hour and ground speeds are
built at Danbury, Conn., by comparable to those of other light
Robert Edison Fulton, Jr. Over a automobiles.
The CAA is an agency of the
period of years he has flown his
"Airphibian" more than 1,000 Commerce Department charged
hours and driven it thousands Of With enforcement, operational and
promotional aspects of civil avimiles.
The other is the "Aerocar" ation. This includes development
built by Moulton Taylor, presi- and testing of new devices for
dent of Aerocar, Inc., Longview, flying.
Occasionally the CAA promotes
Wash. It first flew last February
Cuts
vice
and has been tested extensively a special purpose design by paying the cost to a private contracon the ground and in the air,
Both types have the same basic tor. A recent example is a $50,000
plan—a single power plant for contract under which Texas A.
We know all the short driving
or flying, with removable and M. College built a plane incuts -- just ask. Building wings and tail section—but they tended to meet the special needs
of wiceltural flying such as
materials designed to differ greatly in detail,
crop dusting, spraying and seedpusher
a
is
"Aerocar"
The
last and last.
ing. The plane now is being flight
is
at
the
propeller
plane. That is,
tested.
the tail. For ground use, the
FREE DELIVERY
The offer to rent the Fulton and
IT WILL SAVE
Steve O'Neill will be on the spot Taylor machines, providing a cost
Phone 2061-2
when Boston writers run out of figure can be agreed upon, fits
material and because the Red into the CAA's long-time effort
Sox figure to be fighting for the to give private flying greater
pennant right down to the wire. utility. Studies have shown that
O'Neill is a popular guy, one who lack of usefulness, resulting from
gets his players to go all out. He the inconvenience of airport lealmost won the flag after re- cations and weather deters, ranks
placing Joe McCarthy, finishing with cost as a major cause of disonly six games back in third couraging airplane ownership.
place.
Al Lopez figures to be popular NABB 4-H CLUB
The Nabb 4-H Club met with
in Cleveland though he may never make Indian fans forget how all members present giving the
Lou Boudreau drove. his club to pledge to the American and 4-H
victory in '48. Lopez was one of flags, Bobby Sisk reported.
The program was given by Rosthe great catchers in baseball.
Uncle Wilbert Robinson . liked coe Burchett, Thelma Mitchell,
"the Spanish kid from Tampa" Betty Jo Oliver, Richard Burchett and Bobby Sisk.
the first time he saw him.
The next regular meeting will
Jimmie Dykes, the cigar smoking ex-White Sox pilot who once be held on Tuesday, February 6,
accused Joe McCarthy of being a it was stated.
"push button manager," steps into
According to legend, the island
a weak spot with the Athletics.
of Cheju off the coast of Korea
However, Jimmie could move the
As up a notch or two on hustle was once inhabited entirely by
alone. He is the second manager women, men being permitted to
the A's have had in 51 years, land there only once a year and
Connie Mack having had the post
take away with them all boys
since the turn of the century.
who had reached the age of 13.
Of the new pilots, possibly the
Iry Noren, rookie outfielder
easiest job (and I risk losing a
friend on this one) belongs to with the Wasnington Senators,
Charley Dressen, a Larry Mac- led American League gardeners
Phail man who returns to Brook- in assists last season with 20, one
lyn, a spot he never should have more than Dave Philley of the
left in the first place. All Charley White Sox.
Yogi Berra of the Yankees was
needs is a pitcher or two (preferably one for relief). He already the top American League catcher
has a big three in Don Newcombe, in double plays lust season. He
Preacher Roe and Erv Palica. figured in 16. He also made the
To Be Guests of Robinson Impl. & Motor Co.
And maybe Ralph Branca will be most passed balls, committing
seven.
his relief pitcher.
Dealer

(By Frank Eck)
New York — Of the six major
league managers replacing former
pilots in the baseball camps this
spring Marty Marion faces the
toughest job.
Formerly Mr. Shortstop of the
majors, the popular 33-year-old
native, of Richburg, S. C., Is expected by Fred Saigh to get the
St. Louis Cardinals back in the
first division. When they finished _ fifth under likeable Eddie
Dyer in 1950, it was the first Red
Bird trip to the second division
In 12 years.
Since Dyer was a brilliant
strategist—he won the National
League pennant and World Series
from the rich Red Sox in 1946—
Marion's job appeari all the
tougher. However, maybe Marty,
a smart cookie•himself, learned a
few tricks about managing from
Dyer, now a Houston insurance
man. Marion, incidentally, w as
the chap who worked hardest to
get the Players' Pension Plan
rolling.
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Local John Deere Implement
on John Deere Day, February 13

Leading the pack of five more
applause-winning films Is "His
Father's Choic e," featuring
Tom Gordon who, along with
hi s typical American family,
has won so many friends in
previous Jahn Deere pictures.
The four films that complete
the parade of entertainment offer something new and different in dealing with subjects
close to the hearts of today's
farmers.
"Those wh6 attend this
year's John Deere Day," says
Mr. Robinson, "have a real
treat in store for them, a day
so packed with entertainment
for the entire family that they
will remember it with pleasure
for months to come. Don't miss
it! Get your tickets on your
very next trip to town!"

øoltY'

He dray

TODAY and FRIDAY

yifiCtTO

No less than six brand new
movies are on the program for
the annual John Deere Day
show to he held for farmers
and their families on February
13 at the Capitol Theatre, according to Mr. Robinson, local
Jonn Deere dealer and sponsor of the affair. Farmers who
have not yet received their
tickets, reminds Mr. Robinson,
may obtain them by calling for
them at the Robinson Impl.
Motor Co.
The feature picture of the
day, "One Happy Family,"
stars Don DeFore and Marjorie
Reynolds and is the story of a
small-town family and the
things that beset them when
they win the title of "Family
of the Year" in a contest condueled by a national magazine.

Medicg.

According to legend,
island off the Korean coast
square miles) was crested
years ago when a volcano
its top.
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H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Government Interested
In Ideal Of Flymobile
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Feed Markets Continue
Sharp Downward Trend
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Added Enjoyment!
3 STOOGES COMEDY — "SPOOK SPEAKS"
TOM & JERRY COMIC — "SAFETY SECOND"
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many
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g first baseman
after the turn of the century, wrote them
shortiN
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d Sox, is so highly
January 1, 1926. Dr. Godfrey by Mrs. Cox and both report a
baseball fans of all
big time.
hilly to get along Childress, who is studying medithe holi• • •
te fans. His person- tine in Cincinnati, spent
days here with his parents, Mr. 4 September 7, 1928. Miss Ludie
as himself.
Hollowell is enjoying a trip up
and Mrs. W. W. Childress.
t-five rookie of 1950
• • •
the Hudson River and points in
e a fan than the
January 12, 1926. Miss Miriam the east and north, including Deague's co-champion
Likens, of Washington, D. C., and troit, Buffalo, Niagara F all s,
in. He drove home
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e at Moosup, Conn., Washington.
were weekend guests of Mr. and
rsonal appearances.
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went he made a t'.e
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January 19, 1926. Mr. W. B.
'gnect autographs for
P'Pool of Grayson, Illinois, is 'November 23, 1926. Mary Wilsight.
here for an extended visit to his son Eldred, who is attending
e of his typical windaughter, Mrs. J. S. Stinebaugh. school at the University of Ohio,
ently when he drove
Mr. P'Pool is in his eighty-third will spend Thanksgiving with
appear at the Veteryear, but is still quite active and Rosaline Roach at Carnegie, PennHe
Leeds.
nearby
1 in
enjoys meeting a nd conversing sylvania.
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ards but it lasted an
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death in Kentucky during
was also destroyed ses of
a wonderful experi- in the building
according to the vital sta1949,
Dropo. "Fellows like by the flames.
tistics report of the Kentucky
• • •
to be cheered up. But
State Department of Health, net me something, too. -1May 28, 1926. Mr. Sidney Glass, phritis was responsible for 1,560
t me we shouldn't be of Herrin, Illinois, is the guest of deaths.
that we in baseball his brother. Mr. Luther Glass and
If the term "nephritis" is a new
.orts can do a lot for Mrs. Glass at their horns,en North one to you, you may know It as
are not in a position to Jefferson street. He made the Bright's disease. Bright's disease
day life. They are a trip here in a beautiful Willy- and chronic nephritis are both
h of guys and I'll nev- Knight special six sedan.
different names for the same ill.• •
y first visit to a vetness. They refer to a particular
/June 25, 1926. Mrs. Ed Harmon kind of inflammation of both kidital."
and
the doctors best sum- and daughters, Miss Mary
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opo's visit by saying: Kittie Rachel, left Thursday for
While it is possible to have an
ou don't know-and Calhoun, Ky., where they will be acute attack of nephritis and
know-just what that guests of Prof. and Mrs. George B. make a complete recovery, chronof yours did for those Holeman.
ic nephritis may prove fatal. Nevisit was about the
phritis requires careful medical
• • • .
inc that some of them
July 13, 1926. Messrs. Shellie observation and treatment should
be given.'
Spickard, Courtland Stri lig e r, be started in the early stage.
Certain precautions should be
Herb Millard and Frank Valene,
of Central City, composed a party observed as safeguards against
of squirrel hunters in the Asher
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GAS Factory!
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missive guidance procedures, Un- MOVIES AID PREACLUNG
Springfield, , 0. - (AP) -fortunately, the spread of these
concepts has Treated some con- Teaching ministers how -Mt
fusion; many parents and profes- preach and develop their minissionals seem to feel that if self- try with a Movie projector will
regulation Is good for infants 'It be the object of a new counts- in
(By David Taylor Marks)
follows that the use of authority audio-visual aids being offered
A child's wOare, moral as well and a framework of firm limita- for the first time at Hamm* Dita physical, is primarily n par- tions is.contradictory and neces- vinity
School of Witteaberg
t's concern, and to ulfill this sarily bad."
College here.
responsibility parents must asClasscs will be taught La Ike
Nothing is farther from the
Aume a great deal of guidante or truth, says Dr. Handel. Parents
new sound _. proof
seminary's
authoelty.
must exercise authority or, bet- audio-visual classroom, covering
parent'
a
of
A recent meeting
ter still, permissive guidance.
as use of a camdiscussion group at Adelphi Col- Even the young child of three is such subjects
prolege, Garden City, N. Y., brought capable of sensing and accepting era, both still and movie,
and films.
out the need for emotional sta- limits upon what he can do. The section equipment
ministers will be
bility in parents and the wisdom younger the child, the more nu- The future
select, use and
of a judicious use of authority in merous are the areas where clear taught how to
and the use
the rearing, of children by par- film limits have to be established. care for equipment
of film strips and other equipents.
Obviously, feeding a young child
"Children reflect the attitudes can be a messy job, says Dr. ment.
parents,"
their
and concerns of
Handel. And within limits parents
Dr. Agnes Snyder, director of cat, permit it to remain te. But
teacher education at Adelphi, when junior starts throwing
told the group. "Many problems plates and bottles around, cerdisappear for children as parents tainly parents should adopt firm
gain security in their own lives." attitudes in discouraging this
Dean of Adelphi's •Graduate form of behavior. And, as a child
School of Social Work, Dr. Alex- becomes increasingly able to acander Handel, commented on the cept responsibility, limitations
When you eat a meal and it
increasing acceptance by both and authority may be relaxed, he
turns right into gas, it's a
parents and professional special- says.
your food is not digesting quickists of a "permissive philosophy"
Unless, concluded Dr. Handel, ly enough. It just lays there and
PAYS OFF ON WRONG FORECAST IN KOREA: Lt. Robert J. in the rearing of children. Says
So you are in misery
ferments.
parents adopt firm attitudes and
Potter (left) of Grand Junction, Colo., weather officer for a bomber he:
with gas for hours afterward.
toward
techniques
guidance
sound
for
forecasts
weather
his
on
right
cent
group in Korea, was 80 per
Many Princeton people use to
"The peat ten years has witthan per- feel that way before they got
139 missions. On the 140th he bet half his mustache his forecast nessed the increasing acceptance their children rather
way,
awn
their
fp,
to
mitting
them
This new medicine
CER'rA-VIN.
weather
would be correct. The bombers had to fly through thick
by both parents and professional
result will be, he digests food f a s tee r and better.
to their target. Result: First Lt. Wilner Moon, San Francisco, specialists of a permissive philo- the ultimate
punish- Taken before meals it works with
aircraft commander (right), collects. (U. S. Air Force photo via sophy in the rearing of children. finds, "judicial decisions
parents for the 'misdeeds' of your food. Gas pains go! Inches
ing
AP Wirephoto)
parThus we find more and more
of bloat vanish! Contains Vitamin
their children."
ti-1 with Iron to give oep ang
ents, pediatricians, social worknephritis. For example, since ne- Highway Department To
make nerves stronger. Miserab
ers, teachers, psychologists, etc.,
Falls, Minn., was the people soon feel different all
Little
phritis may follow a slight infec- Open Ferry At Eureka
recognizing the validity of selfbirthplace and childhood home of over. So don't go on suffering,.
tion of the throat, care should be
Get CERTA-VIN--Dawson Drug
The highway department is demand feeding, self-regulation in
and general per- Charles A. Lindbergh.
Store.
training
toilet
taken to avoid chilling and faputting a ferry on new U. S. 62
tigue. Especial care should be takover the Cumberland river near
en while recovering from a cold
Eureka to serve until the new
ir other infection. All sore throats,
bridge there is completed, Comtonsillitis attacks, sinus infections
missioner John A. Keck announcand painful glands of the neck ed last week.
should be treated immediately by
Highway authorities have not
a physician. Prompt use of sulfa decided whether the ferry will be
drugs or penicillin may prevent established at the bridge or
whether an arrangement will be
many cases of nephritis.
Bright's disease can be a mos' worked out to use the Eureka
serious Illness. It is, therefore, im- ferry a short distance upriver.
portant to carry out preventive Definite date for the opening of
measures against the disease and the state operated ferry was not
also to make sure that all cases announced since approaches have
to be built, it was elated.
are treated early.

A Child's Welfare
Is Parents' Job

the Railroads

ity, eight-year-old mare,
orld trotting records over
ks during 1950.
trucks are the "work
on modern American
2 per cent of all farm
being classified as light
of one and one-half tons
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man isn't able to eat the
he likes he's in mighty
shape - Imagine going
life without being able
y a fine big platter of
nd eggs. That is the way
N. Ds3414 E
t, Day.
io, used
t since
been
HADAhe says
Is just
Is able
oy lots
of fine
Mr. Daf•u nd
ing HADACOL helped his
overcome a deficiency of
its B,. B.. Niacin and Iron.
Ii Mr. Damillot's state'
"My first bottle of HAD'
convinced Me that HADwas what 1 needed for the
my stomach at nights. 1
.nt keep food on my done
but after the first bottle
ening great. Now I e
and eggs, and other foods
•./er would stay with ms
can sleep well at night..
to HADACOL. I will
be without it and can
end it to all who suffer
above, sitnitrota that 1
1 esnient-es,aie 1 hsese
f• r tatite e'iree time."

of living index (1 point to equal 10
per hour.
adjustment April 1, 1951. Base to be 176).
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Washington, D. C.
December 21, 1950
with inweek for yardmen
Establish 40 hour October
1950, and addi1,
1.
effective
1951.
crease of 23 cents
effective January 1,
tional 2 cents
agreement until January
week
hour
2. Set aside 40 day work week for yardsen.
days
establish 6
period after 30
1, 1952, and
first pay roll formal agreement, yardEffective with the
execution of the
day to be
work on the 7th reoeive
from the date of
the carrier to
men required byrates except engineers who shall not create
This does
paid overtime
for the 7th day.
On and after
exist.
straight tise rates
now
not
desire
do
guarantees where they months' notice to be given of
three
of
consideration
1961,
1,
October
week. Provide for
if and when
to go on 40 hourmanpower and 4 cents per hour
availability of actually becomes effective.
the 40 hour seek
and 6 day week.
for 40 hour week
3. Settle rulee
other rules
conductors and brakemen
and
4. Grant yard sinimus, car retarder operators
Board
earnings
by Emergency
recommended
such as daily
as
footboard yardmasters
No. 81.
following rules:
Train5. Settle Terminal Delay (Conductors and
Initial
men)
Interdivisional Runs
(Conductors and Trainmen)
Pooling Cabooses
Duty
Reporting for
Class of Service
More than One
Switching Limits
(Conductors and Trainmen)
Air NoseDifferential and Double Header and Tonall
Western
(Conductors and Trainmen.
nage Limitation
Territories)
increase
5 oeste per hour per hour
men to receiveadditional
Road
6 oents
6.
and
1960
effective October 1,
January 1, 1961.
increase effective
basis of cost
adjustment of wage. on
Quarterly
7.

First

8. Agreeement embodying principles
applicable to
yardmasters to be entered into for benefit of
yardmasters.
9. Effective October 1, 1950, the basic
dining car stewards shall be reduced from 225 to hours of
205 hours
per month: no penalty overtime to accrue
until 240 hours
have been worked, the hours between 205 and
240 to be paid
for at the pro rata rate.
Effective February 1, 1951, overtime at time and
one-half shall accrue after 220 hours have been
worked.
The basic monthly salary to be paid
for the 205-hour
month shall be the sane as that now paid for
the 225-hour
month. Except that four dollars and ten
cents ($4.10)
shall be added to the present monthly rate
effective
January 1, 1951.
10. In consideration of above, this
agreement to be
effective until October 1. 1953, and thereafter
changed or modified under provisions of Railway until
Labor Act.
Moratorium on proposals for changes iii
. wages or rules
until October 1, 1953, as follows:
No proposals for changes in rates of pay,
rules
or working conditions will be
initiated or progressed
by the employees against any carrier
or by any carrier against its employees, parties hereto,
period of three years from October 1, 1950, within a
except
such proposals for changes In rules or
working
ditions which may have been initiated prior to conJune
1, 1950. Provided, however, that if as
the result of
government wage atabilization policy, workers
generally have been permitted to receive
so-called
annual improvement increases, the
parties may meet
with Doctor Steelman on or after July 1,
1952, to
discuss whether or not further wags
adjustments for
employees covered by this agreement are
justified,
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EASTERN
SOUTHEASTERN
Wear. publishing this and other advertisements to talk to you
at fiat hand about matters which are important to everybody.

At various states in the present dispute
with the brotherhoods of railroad
operating e.mployeee
. . the railroads agreed to arbitrate.
The union leaders refused.
. . . the railroads accepted the recommendations of President Truman's
Emergency Board. The union leaders
refused.
. . the railroads accepted the White
House proposal of August 19. 1950. The
union leaders refused.
Finally an Agreement was signed at
the White House on December 21, 1960.
Now the union leaders seek to repudiate
the Agreement.
The railroads stand ready to put the
terms of this Agreement into effect immediately, with back pay at the rates
and date indicated.
The Agreement is given in full below.
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Designer For Broadway
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ink, stencil, correction fluid,
Motor Co.
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Play To Open In March
PEAS, Handy, standard
Charles Alvin Lisanby, New
25c
TOILET TISSUE, 3 rolls
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Red Crows
York City, spent the weekend
•
No. 2 can
2/
2 pkgs.
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BEANS, Great Northern, 5 lb. bag
with ins parents, CommonAPPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
wealth's Attorney and Mrs. Alvin
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No.
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signer for the production starring
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55c
the company in Boston for the
BANANAS, large fancy
APPLES, Rome Beauty, U. S. No. 1
final week of the tour before the
MEAL, 5 lb. bag
28c
lbs.
2
pound
New York opening on Broadway
March.
in
FLOUR, Star, plain, 25 lb. bag
$1.49
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FOR SALE

ROBERT A. PETERS, Owner

Red Front Stores
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING
RECEIVED FOR PERSONNEL TO
OPERATE NEW CALDWELL COUNTY
WAR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

FLOUR, Star, selfrising, 25 lbs.
DUZ & OXYD01., large box
POTATOES, Cobblers, 10 lbs.
MATCHES, carton
BLEACH, quart
SUGAR CURED JOWLS, lb.
SLICED BACON, lb.

$1.54
33c
35c
35c
15c
20c
29c

Vacancies for which applications are requested are: Registered Nurses, Surgical Nurses, XRay and Laboratory Technicians, Practical
Nurses, Superintendent, Receptionist, Janitor,
Maids and Kitchen Help.

Applicants are to apply in Writing to Clifton Hollowell, 305 Wash-
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FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
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FOR SALE: Chenille Bedspreads.
Full and Twin size. Choice of
color in pastel, floral, rippled
or hobnail design. $3.88. Sears
Order Office, ph on e 2048,
31-Itc
ton.

MEAT SPECIALS

PORK SAUSAGE,

27(

pound

PORK LOIN CHOPS,Mall & lean
lb.

SUGAR CURED BACON,
small sides,

lb.
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MALE HELP WANTED: We establish you in business on our
capital. No investment or experience necessary to start.
Write WINONA MONUMENT
CO., Box 565, Winona, Minne31-1tp
sota.
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ington Street, stating qualifications

QUINN'S GROCERY

and salary expected and furnishing

SUPER LOW PRICES
211 W. Shepardson St.
Phone 2611

references.

WANTED: Experienced mechanic for automobile and tractor
work. Must furnish reference.
Contact Robinson Implement
and Motor Company, Hopkins31-tic
vine Road, Princeton.
FOR SALE: Five burner coal-oil
stove In good condition. Can be
*NM at 116 Highland Avenue.
31-1tp
Mra. T. C. Hart.
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listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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